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A revolutionary cookbook that moves the humble side dish to centre stage.Whilst writing his

food blog, Rocket & Squash, Ed Smith noticed that a key part of our meals was being ignored.

On too many occasions, side dishes were being relegated to an overboiled afterthought, or

dismissed with a throwaway 'eat with potatoes' or 'serve with seasonal greens' line. But our

side dishes have the potential to be as inspirational as the main event itself. In fact, they're

often the best bit! Here it's the 'two veg' rather than the meat which are given the spotlight:

you'll find 140 inspiring recipes and insightful tips to make your pulses, roots, vegetables and

greens dazzle in their own right. Think of garlic oil pea shoots, smoky ratatouille, celeriac

baked in a salt and thyme crust, carrots with brown butter and hazelnuts, spelt grains with wild

mushrooms, and chorizo roast potatoes.Complete with a recipe directory that will help you find

the perfect accompaniment, whatever your cooking, On the Side will brighten and invigorate

every meal.



This book is for anyone who already realises that the best bits of a Sunday roast are the

trimmings.And for everyone else too – because you’ll see the light soon.ContentsOn side

dishesGreens, leaves & herbsVegetables, fruits, flowers & bulbsRoots, squash &

potatoesGrains, pulses, pasta & riceRecipe directoriesWhat’s your main dish?Where is the

side dish prepared?How long does it take to make?IndexSuppliersOn side dishesThis book will

change how you think about your meals. A bold statement, I know, but bear with me.I’ve been

writing a food blog, , for six years. For nearly three of those I was also beavering away as a

corporate lawyer; I then trained as a chef and started working in the food industry. My blog

covers the usual things – recipes, restaurant write-ups, the odd doodle – but a few years ago I

added a new element to it: every Monday I publish a digest of the recipes in that weekend’s

newspaper supplements. It’s been an illuminating and only occasionally laborious process. I’ve

witnessed the way seasons and annual events inspire food writers; I’ve watched trends arrive,

and some of them crash and burn; I’ve seen a million and one ways with chicken, hundreds of

crumbles and nearly as many chocolate fondants. And yet, in all this time, barely a handful of

side dishes. Which is madness. A key part of every meal time is being ignored.To my mind,

roast chicken or pork belly is naked without a few good sides. Slow-cooked lamb flounders

without something to punctuate the rich meat and juices, and even the perfect seasonal

vegetable tart is lost without a perky partner on the plate. I’m deflated whenever I read a

cursory ‘eat with potatoes and greens’ or ‘goes well with rice’, as if the trimmings don’t really

matter. In restaurants and at friends’ houses, I’m quietly despondent if the mains are let down

by overcooked or poorly matched vegetables or stodgy, bland, unsuitable carbs.What we call

side dishes actually make up the bulk of a meal. They have the potential to be as inspirational

as the main event itself. In fact, they’re often the best bit, whether it’s roast potatoes and

Yorkshire pudding alongside a rib of beef; cheesy polenta with luscious cavolo nero

underneath a meaty Italian ragù; or refreshing, crunchy salads and pickles to go with a

Japanese or Korean dinner.Yes, I’d like to push the oft-neglected supporting acts to centre

stage. It’s the ‘two veg’ rather than the meat that I focus on here, because whether they’re plain

or fancy, side dishes should never be an afterthought. On the contrary; they can be the starting

point.Good sides lift a meal from being just fine to being truly delicious or memorable. They

might be comforting and moreish, complex and impressive, or simply a handful of vegetables

harvested at their peak and cooked to perfection. Some sides have the power to inspire a

whole menu, while others happen to be exactly the right thing for the centrepiece you’ve

already set your heart on. It’s so satisfying, isn’t it, when each ingredient on your plate is

independently delectable as well as complementing and enhancing the rest? That moment you

realise that you need seconds of everything… oooof.Just to calm things down a bit, although

many of the recipes in this book could very well be the star of your lunch or dinner, I don’t

mean this to be a mains-versus-sides, us-versus-them thing. A meal is the sum of its parts, and

the recipes and words below are really aimed at ensuring everything comes together in

harmony. My point is simply that by thinking about the elements that are sometimes

disregarded, your overall eating experience will be more gratifying.For me, it’s all about

balance: of tastes, textures, flavours, colours and, just as importantly, effort versus results. With

that in mind, it seems worth setting down a few principles of eating well on the side. Which, of

course, also means eating well in the round.On matching sides to the centrepieceMatch your

sides to the meat. Or fish. Or vegetables. Or cheese. Or tofu. Or egg. Or, indeed, a gaggle of

other sides. This seems obvious, but perhaps it’s so obvious it gets overlooked.Some things



just work well together, and few of those combinations are a secret or as yet undiscovered.

Think leeks and pumpkin with lamb; onions and cauliflower cheese with beef; or sweet things

like corn, carrots or fruit with pork. There’s no harm in following tradition, even clichés. In fact,

you can make that classic match your starting point and work the other accompaniments

around it.But how do we know what goes well together? In part, it’s trial and error, which is

what some people call ‘experience’. I’m afraid this largely comes with time and effort. But

there’s no shame in piggy-backing on other people’s work too, by paying attention to flavour

combinations in restaurants and scanning the recipe titles in cookery books and the weekend

supplements. It’s rare that any chef or food writer is truly laying down new discoveries for the

rest of us to eat, read and generally marvel over; most reaffirm or reinterpret age-old traditions

and flavour matches. So we can learn from them and do the same!I’m a voracious collector

and reader of recipes. Though I rarely follow them to the letter, I’m constantly inspired by

flavour combinations within them. Some of my most thumbed and dog-eared cookbooks

include Niki Segnit’s The Flavour Thesaurus, which examines ingredients that go well with

each other, and considers why; Bar Tartine by Cortney Burns and Nicolaus Balla, because the

techniques it introduces and the taste and textural combinations in its recipes are instructive

and inspirational; and Nigel Slater’s Tender, volumes 1 and 2, because it’s a tremendous

resource for ideas, across a variety of cuisines, about which vegetables, fruits and meats work

together. You’ll probably have your own favourites too; it’s really worth dipping into books and

the papers from time to time to keep the creative juices flowing.On which note, do use the

directories at the back of the book and the ‘Alongside’ notes with each recipe. These are just

suggestions, but I hope the ideas persuade you to try something new as well as reinforcing

your well-rehearsed preferences.On the number of sidesHow many sides to prepare? There is

no single right answer, thank goodness. In Britain we’ve been schooled with the phrase ‘meat

and two veg’. As it happens, I think that’s a pretty strong rule of thumb to go by, largely

because there’s a law of diminishing returns when it comes to home cooking. Is it really worth

doubling your work to make four instead of two sides? Is the meal better for it? Will anyone

else appreciate the effort? Sadly for us cooks, the answer is usually no.More often than not, it’s

best to keep things simple. Three, two or sometimes just one side dish tends to be the right

way to go, even (especially) for a Sunday roast. That way you can concentrate on making sure

that everything you’re cooking is perfect. You might simply serve a bunch of purple sprouting

broccoli dressed with olive oil and tarragon and nothing else (here); or a serene, calming bowl

of spring greens in shiitake dashi broth with perfectly cooked but otherwise plain rice. Choose

your sides and build your meal according to the centrepiece, the season, your mood, the other

trimmings and the practical realities of your kitchen and ability.Naturally, rules of thumb are

there to be broken. Perhaps the best way to do that is to ignore the meat part completely. I

think as eaters we’re creeping away from the idea that there must always be a standout piece

of meat or fish in a meal; at least I hope we are. You could quite easily make a well-balanced

feast from three, four or five of the recipes in this book, and I encourage you to do just that.

Look to the ‘Alongside’ section in each recipe for inspiration, though feel free to diverge from

them too.On textureIdeally, your meal will feature a mixture of complementary textures. Fried

and roasted things are awesome, aren’t they? From Southern fried or katsu breaded chicken,

to steaks pan-fried to a rich brown crust, roast potatoes, okra chips and deep-fried sprouts… or

anything else with a crisp and caramelised edge. But you need variety – you can have too

much of a good thing.Conversely, while Yeasted cauliflower purée, Anchoïade mashed

potatoes and Roast butternut squash purée might each individually go well with, say, lamb,

together they’re basically baby food. Try to ensure that there’s always something with crunch or



bite (whether fried, roasted, raw, or topped with nuts, seeds, toasted breadcrumbs, and so on);

something that’s soft (a mash, a purée, something braised or well boiled); and something in

between (such as al dente vegetables) on your plate.Save for bread and romesco sauces

(Bread sauce and parsnip crisps and Quick romesco), this book doesn’t really cover

condiments, sauces, broths or gravy unless they’re used within a specific dish. But it’s still a

good idea to think about them when making a meal. Does your centrepiece have a natural

sauce, or is it quite lean and dry? If it’s the former, you won’t want more than one other heavily

dressed, wet or creamed side dish. If it’s the latter, then definitely make sure that somewhere in

the side dishes there’s a liquid, purée or dressing to punctuate the savoury flavours and to lift

and bind your meal. There are plenty of recipes to suit here, from pulses, beans and grains

served with a broth to creamy gratins and luscious bakes.On flavourAt the risk of sounding like

a broken record, the key to a truly pleasing meal is balance. If your centrepiece is sweet

through saucing or spices, or you’re planning on roasting root vegetables, onions and leeks, or

serving the likes of sweetcorn and peas, then you’ll need something plain and earthy

alongside. For instance, blanched brassica leaves (cabbages and kales), potatoes, pasta, rice

or grains like couscous, pearl barley, freekeh and so on.You might find sour, bitter or peppery

flavours offer a good contrast, too; look for recipes containing citrus, radishes, radicchio or

chicory, among others. On the other hand, if your centrepiece or sides are plain, earthy, sour,

bitter or peppery, then seek out something sweet!On colourWe really do eat with our eyes, so

it’s worth ensuring that your plate is a pretty one. If you take away the odd sprinkle of fresh

herbs or pomegranate seeds, you’ll see that the vast majority of meat, fish and vegetable main

courses are brown. It’s up to the side dishes to bring a flash of colour. A pile of chopped kale,

spoonfuls of caponata or ratatouille or simple but gorgeous salad leaves (Anchovy-dressed

chicory, Pink radicchio with pear and almonds, Gem lettuce, mint and spring onion) will

transform even the boggiest-looking plate.There’s more to this point than looks alone. You’ll

notice that the colours of your vegetables and other trimmings reflect how they taste. Grains,

rice and pasta are pale browns and yellows; they’re neutral colours and relatively neutral in

flavour. By contrast, carrots, sweet potato, pumpkin aren’t all just orange, they’re all sweet too.

It follows that if your meal is mono-coloured, it’s also likely to taste a bit one-note and won’t

satisfy. See if you can make things vibrant and varied; I honestly think it tastes better that

way.On the practicalities of cookingYour oven is not a Tardis – I’m afraid it won’t fit more than

three things at once. Even then, the tray at the top is going to take the best part of the heat, so

forget about a nice brown crust or crisp edges on the items underneath.Similarly, you probably

can’t boil more than three pans of vegetables at once, if that; at least one of your hot spots is

basically useless; and do you really want to think about cooking each of those things to

perfection at the same time?Though initially disappointing, the limitations of our kitchens are

not disastrous; instead they provide a helpful hint. We don’t want everything to be roasted

anyway (too greasy), nor everything boiled or steamed (too clean). So, for the benefits of taste

and logistics, I suggest mixing things up. If you fancy something that requires significant and

dedicated time in a hot oven, like Chorizo roast potatoes, perhaps your other sides should be

verdant, fresh and quick, like French-ish peas cooked on a hob, or shaved fennel, which needs

no cooking at all.Have a think about where you’re going to cook things, how long that will take

and whether anything could or should be done in advance. The ‘Preparation’ and ‘Time

Needed’ notes on the recipe pages are there to help your planning, as are the directories on

the same topics (see Where is the side dish prepared? and How long does it take to make?). I

always find it’s worth taking a moment to consider whether my grand plans will come together

before I launch into them.On being realisticThere’s no point trying to do something interesting



with everything on the plate. Select one, maybe two things to make an effort with, whether

that’s adding an interesting dressing or garnish, cooking something unusual or assembling the

world’s best-ever root vegetable gratin. If more sides need to be added, just cook them plainly

(but perfectly) and allow the ingredients to speak for themselves.So, although you’ll see five

examples of sides that might go well ‘Alongside’ each recipe, you need only pick one or two, or

just cook the main ingredients in the suggested recipes simply.On the seasonsFinally, when

thinking about side dishes there is the important question of seasonality.The most satisfying

and successful sides are often a bunch or basket of seasonal vegetables, and if you start with

one seasonal item the other parts of your meal tend to fall into place around it. There’s much to

be said for the phrase ‘what grows together goes together’. In autumn and winter, for example,

you’ll see brassica leaves like kale, cavolo nero and cabbages growing next to root vegetables

and winter squash. It’s nature’s not-so-subtle hint.Moreover, all the recipes will taste better

when the vegetables that feature in them are in season locally. There’s nothing more

disappointing than a tomato salad or asparagus side in December, and no point looking (or

paying) for sprout tops or parsnips in July.Think seasonally too about the nature of the sides

(and centrepieces). Cheesy and creamy gratins might seem the perfect match in the cold

months for things like beef, chicken and lamb. But in late spring and summer? A baby gem

lettuce or tomato salad; herby, citrusy grains and pulses; or crunchy dressed vegetables would

be more appropriate, and appreciated.Using this bookAs it’s not possible to hang around in

your kitchen to answer any questions that might arise whilst you are cooking, below are a few

pointers that apply to all the recipes, and which should help you to interpret my

instructions.Serving sizeAs a guideline, most of the recipes in this book are labelled as serving

four to six people, as a side dish (obviously). The quantity is roughly suitable for four if there’s

only one (or no) other side dish, or people are hungry; and for six if several other things are to

be served and/or appetites are low. All the recipes are easily scaled up or down. If you make

too much, most ingredients are relatively inexpensive and/or could be reheated or eaten cold

as leftovers.MeasurementsPerhaps more than any other part of a meal, side dishes suit

pragmatic cooking. A little bit of intuition goes a long way, not least with quantities. Vegetable

and fruits, for example, vary in size. I might have suggested that you need, say, 800g

cauliflower or pumpkin, but if the one you’ve bought weighs 950g, of course use it all – you

might just want to adjust the cooking time and seasoning a little.That said, the details of my

recipes have been carefully considered. Use digital scales where possible, and I heartily

recommend getting your hands on a set of measuring spoons; tablespoons and teaspoons are

real measurements (15ml and 5ml respectively), not just a rough guide.Timings and detailsI

have opted to provide detail rather than assume knowledge in the recipe methods. That might

mean that, at first glance, some relatively simple tasks appear onerous. However, none of

these sides should prove disproportionately time consuming. Certainly, once you’ve cooked

them once, you’ll be able to whizz through according to the timings suggested, find your own

shortcuts and fit the preparation of that dish seamlessly around the rest of your

meal.IngredientsSALT Unless stated otherwise, all references to salt mean natural, granular or

flaked sea salt. I use Halen Môn, Maldon or Cornish sea salt or French sel gris.BUTTER AND

DAIRY The recipes call for full-fat dairy products. These taste better, are better value and have

now been proven to be better for us than low-fat or ‘skimmed’ versions. For the same reasons, I

also suggest using organic dairy products where possible.HERBS You’ll see that herb

quantities are mostly specified as leaves from a number of sprigs or stems. ‘Sprig’ means the

several stems and branches of a woody herb, like thyme or rosemary, that attach to the same

base point; ‘stem’ is used for a significant shoot of greener, leafy herbs like parsley, tarragon,



mint and basil, which may have a few smaller ones coming off it. I hope this is a more useful

description than ‘a tablespoon of chopped’, ‘a handful’ or ‘a bunch’ (of unspecified size), which

I’ve always found wildly unhelpful. Ultimately, though, it’s just intended to be an indication. As a

general rule, it’s best to be generous.SPICES AND CONDIMENTS Your ground cinnamon

might be more aromatic than the pot I have; the ratio of spices in my za’atar is probably

different from yours; and your thirst for fish sauce or pomegranate molasses could well be

greater than mine. No recipe in this book will live or die by seasoning or spice quantities, so

use your judgement and season and spice to taste.‘EXOTIC’ INGREDIENTS There are a few

ingredients in this book that probably weren’t on many supermarket shelves ten years ago, and

may not be on yours now (such as the likes of sumac, ’nduja, mirin, freekeh and smoked

water). If not, they are easy to find online. See here for a full list of useful suppliers and

websites.Kitchen toolsTwo or three good knives, a few wooden spoons and silicone spatulas,

decent saucepans and frying pans, a couple of roasting tins and baking trays, a colander and/

or a sieve: these are the bare essentials for a functioning kitchen, and I suspect you’ve got

them all. However, your cooking life will be made easier, and the recipes in this book will be

completely accessible, if you also have the following: ovenproof earthenware and a pyrex or

enamel dish (or two); a cast-iron griddle pan; a mandolin; a pestle and mortar; a basic

vegetable ‘speed’ peeler; a julienne peeler; a microplane grater; tongs; an electric stand mixer;

a jug blender, stick blender or food processor; measuring spoons; and a digital weighing

scale.Serving side dishes alongside each otherEach recipe page includes multiple suggestions

as to which sides might go ‘Alongside’ that dish. This is not a recommendation that you cook

six side dishes from this book at the same time; for practical reasons, it’s normally best to only

do one or two sides that require extra effort. You could, however, use the Alongside

suggestions to prompt plainer sides using similar ingredients. Or, alternatively, build a whole

meal from three or four of them, without the need for a main.Choosing your side dishThere are

a few different routes into the recipes that follow. The most intuitive way is through browsing the

chapters: Greens, leaves & herbs; Vegetables, fruits, flowers & bulbs; Roots, squash &

potatoes; and Grains, pulses, pasta & rice. But crucial life decisions such as what shall we

have for dinner? don’t always fit neatly into a single stream of themes. So on occasion you

might prefer to use the recipe directories at the back of the book, which address the following

questions:1.What’s your main dish?2.Where is the side dish prepared?3.How long does it take

to make?I hope On the Side will be a source of inspiration, both for sides to go with the things

you’re already cooking, and as the starting point for a memorable meal.Eat your greens. No,

seriously, do – they give so much to a meal. It’s a rare occasion when I don’t have at least one

type on my plate (and that’s probably because a purple or yellow variety of leaf, bean or

brassica has jumped on instead). Greens, leaves and herbs bring vibrancy and texture whether

raw or cooked, unadorned or dressed. They provide a crucial contrast to other foods through

the cool crunch of a bitter leaf, the squeaky bite of a green bean, the comforting chew of tender

broccoli or the frilly tickle of wilted kale or flower sprouts.Regardless of their unique flavours,

eating leaves, greens and herbs always seems to leave you with a sense of vitality. Unless over-

boiled, sulphurous and lifeless, greens make you feel good for having eaten them, and are

often the essential balancing act alongside heavy or rich mains.On which note: there are

numerous ways to cook greens and leaves, and just about the only method that doesn’t suit

them is boiling them for too long, which dulls colour, taste, texture and, frankly, purpose. That is

not to say don’t boil greens at all; many of the recipes in this chapter involve blanching (in other

words, cooking briefly in boiling water, and sometimes chilling quickly to reheat later) and some

are better, I think, when floppy and wet from a pot (purple sprouting broccoli, for example). For



similarly satisfying results, consider wilting leaves or sautéing beans and brassicas in a heavy-

bottomed pan with a little oil or butter. Add a spoonful or two of water after a few minutes to

generate steam and speed up the process.Steaming greens is another good option, although

you must take care not to overdo it, as this is as heinous a crime as over-boiling. You’ll also find

that greens and leaves enjoy a hit of high direct heat, whether that’s the char of the grill or the

fierce temperature of a wok or deep-fryer.Avoiding overcooking is key, but ensuring your

greens are smartly finished is important too. Even if the greens are very much the simple

element of your meal (and there’s nothing wrong with a bag of frozen peas), always season

them, and perhaps dress them as well. A good pinch or two of salt is necessary every time,

and black pepper often helps. You’ll find a squeeze of fresh lemon provides a huge lift,

particularly if the greens have been fried or charred. Lashings of peppery, grassy extra-virgin

olive oil or nutty cold-pressed rapeseed oil are excellent additions to steamed or boiled greens.

Ditto butter. Chopped fresh herbs – particularly mint, tarragon, chervil, parsley and chives – are

an easy but extremely effective flourish.It’s worth noting that salad leaves make great sides.

Avoid the bagged salads that wilt and rot, and seek instead sweet and crisp baby gem, cos or

Romaine lettuce; bitter chicory, endive or radicchio; peppery wild rocket and watercress; and

bunches of parsley, mint and sorrel. These are all good at mopping up hot juices, providing a

crisp, refreshing contrast against soft, rich, tender meat and fish, or simply pairing with

centrepiece dishes that need something cool.As a final note, if you’d like to go beyond a simple

side of greens and delve into the recipes that follow, bear in mind that many of the dressings

and sprinklings are interchangeable. For example, the flavours in Cavolo nero with garlic, chilli

and orange would work just as well with purple sprouting broccoli instead of tarragon oil and

vice versa; the yolks in Asparagus with cured egg yolk could be grated over a multitude of al

dente greens; and the umami crumbs on the grilled tenderstem broccoli go with pretty much

everything. Please do experiment._____Chard with chilli, shallot and cider vinaigretteCreamed

chardGrilled hispi cabbage with anchovy and crème fraîcheCharred fermented cabbageSpring

greens in shiitake dashiChinese cabbage with black vinegarBacon and buttermilk

cabbageCabbage with juniper butterBraised red cabbage and beetrootCavolo nero with garlic,

chilli and orangeChopped kale with edamame, miso and sweet chilliKale, Romanesco,

Parmesan and pine nut saladFlower sprouts with lemon and anchovy butterDeep-fried

Brussels sproutsRosemary and chestnut sproutsSprout tops with Jerusalem artichokes and

appleSweet cauliflower greensGrilled tenderstem broccoli with umami crumbsPurple sprouting

broccoli with tarragonPurple sprouting broccoli with ricotta and orzoCharred RomanescoBaby

pak choi with sticky garlic and gingerAsian greens with shrimp pasteTurnip tops with burnt

lemon and olive oilWilted spinach with coconut, ginger and pink peppercornsGarlic oil pea

shootsFrench-ish peasAsparagus with cured egg yolkAgretti with olive oilDijon-dressed green

beansRunner beans with bacon and walnutsPuttanesca runner beansOkra chips with cumin

saltButter-braised chicoryPX radicchio TrevisanoWilted bitter leaves with blue cheese

dressingAnchovy-dressed chicoryRadicchio with a smoky blood orange and maple

dressingPink radicchio with pear and almondsWatercress with pickled walnutsGem lettuce,

mint and spring onionButtermilk, dill and soy-seed wedge saladChard with chilli, shallot and

cider vinaigrettePREPARATION: on a hobTIME NEEDED: less than 15 minutesChard is an odd

one. The difference in texture between the hard stalks and the leaves that disappear at the

merest hint of heat makes it a bit of a pain to cook, and I’m sure some people question how

rewarding an eat it is.But it really is! The obvious thing to do is simply to wilt the stalks and

leaves separately, season with salt and pepper and maybe add a glug of olive oil or a knob of

butter. Which is fine, but this dressing enlivens things further. The sweet-sour of the vinegar



and chilli and the hint of raw shallot work so well against the earthy and ever-so-slightly bitter

stem and warm-but-barely-wilted leaf; I love it. Fatty pork chops or shoulder steaks, lamb and

beef are big fans of the combination too.It takes barely three minutes to cook this dish, so

make sure you have all the other components of your meal ready before throwing the leaves

into the pan. Large-leaf spinach works well as a substitute for the chard.Serves 4–6800g Swiss

or rainbow chard2 tablespoons sunflower or vegetable oil1 garlic clove, crushedFreshly ground

black pepperVinaigrette1 teaspoon caster sugar2 tablespoons light olive oil2 tablespoons cider

vinegar1 small shallot (40g), very finely diced1 mild red chilli, very finely dicedSea saltFirst,

prepare the vinaigrette. Put the sugar, olive oil, cider vinegar, a pinch of salt and 2 teaspoons

tepid water in a bowl or jar and stir or shake well to emulsify. Add the shallot and chilli. Put a

third of the dressing in a large serving bowl._____Trim the chard stems and leaves to remove

any unsightly bits. Remove the thick stems from the leaves. Chop the stems into 3cm lengths

and set aside, then cut the leaves into large pieces about 8–12cm wide._____Set a large

heavy-bottomed frying pan, saucepan or wok over a high heat. Add the oil and allow it to heat

up. Add the chard stems and cook for 90 seconds, pushing them around a few times so they

don’t catch and burn. Add the leaves and garlic. Cook for 90 seconds longer, moving the chard

around the pan so all the pieces get a little heat, seasoning with salt and pepper as you go.

Remove from the pan once two thirds of the leaves have wilted; the rest will cook in the

residual heat._____Tip the chard into the serving bowl containing one third of the vinaigrette

and toss well. Transfer to a serving platter and spoon the rest of the vinaigrette liberally over

the top._____ALONGSIDE: Boulangère potatoes; Chorizo roast potatoes; Roast butternut

squash purée; ‘Young Turk’ celeriac; Haricot beans with tomato and persilladeChard with chilli,

shallot and cider vinaigretteCreamed chardPREPARATION: on a hobTIME NEEDED: less than

15 minutesOh my. While I feel sure this recipe is about right for 4–6 people as a side, I know

from experience that it’s entirely possible that the cook will eat it all in one go and then have to

rustle up a quick salad for everyone else.If you’re more disciplined than me and do end up

sharing the spoils, you might also consider varying the recipe by topping the creamed chard

with breadcrumbs and turning it into a gratin. To do that, preheat the oven to 190-¤2ð Fan 170-¤2ð

Gas 5, spoon the mixture into a gratin dish or shallow casserole, sprinkle 30g umami crumbs

over the top and an extra 10g grated Parmesan. Pour a little olive oil from the anchovy tin over

the crumbs, then bake in the upper section of your oven for 20–25 minutes until the

breadcrumbs are golden brown and the cream is bubbling through.Whether you plump for

crunchy-topped bake or the simple creamed version, this is very good with rich meats, chicken,

root vegetables and mushrooms.Serves 4–6800g Swiss or rainbow chard, or large-leaf

spinach20g butter½ onion, finely diced1 garlic clove, very thinly sliced4 salted anchovies,

roughly chopped400ml double cream80g Parmesan, gratedFreshly ground nutmegJuice and

finely grated zest of ½ lemonSea salt and freshly ground black pepperPut a large pan of salted

water on to boil. Prepare the chard by cutting the stems off the leaves. Trim any gnarly bits off

stem ends and discard, then cut the stems into 5cm lengths. Blanch the stems in the boiling

water for 1 minute. In the meantime, if the chard leaves are bigger than your hand, cut them in

half. Add them to the boiling water and blanch for a further 30 seconds. Drain, rinse until cool,

then squeeze the water from the leaves with your hands. Unravel each leaf like a hanky and

spread them out on a clean tea towel to dry._____Return the pan to a medium heat. Add the

butter, onion and a pinch of salt and cook for 3–4 minutes to soften before adding the garlic

and anchovies. Cook for about 90 seconds until the anchovies start to melt, then add the

cream and Parmesan. Stir until the cheese has melted. Turn off the heat and season with

plenty of black pepper and a couple of gratings of fresh nutmeg._____Stir the chard stems and



leaves into the cream. Season with the lemon zest, juice and some black pepper; you’ll find it’s

fairly salty already thanks to the anchovies and Parmesan. Serve immediately (although it’s still

pretty good if reheated)._____ALONGSIDE: French-ish peas; Hasselback potatoes with bay

and caraway; Sweet potato and rosemary hash-rösti; Wine-poached salsify with gremolata;

Cannellini beans with sweetcorn and pickled mushroomsCreamed chardGrilled hispi cabbage

with anchovy and crème fraîchePREPARATION: on a hobTIME NEEDED: 15 to 30

minutesHispi is also known as ‘sweetheart’ cabbage, which points to the fact that it’s sweeter

and more tender than most, and can even be eaten raw. Perhaps unsurprisingly, then, it’s also

excellent when quickly grilled to leave the edges charred, soft and muted, while the inner bits

remain uncooked and crunchy.Add a salty-sharp anchovy and crème fraîche dressing and

you’ve a cracking accompaniment to cut through rich, fatty lamb dishes, calves’ liver or, frankly,

any roast meat. You could use the anchovy and crème fraîche dressing on things like broccoli,

kale and other types of cabbage too, regardless of how they’ve been cooked.In this instance,

the hispi cabbage is first cut into wedges. After it has been charred, I suggest you cut the hard

centre out and separate the leaves, then dress them with the anchovy sauce, as this makes it

much easier to serve and eat than when left in wedges.Serves 4–61 tablespoon sunflower oil2–

3 medium (about 800g) hispi cabbages, cut into 6 segments through the rootAnchovy and

crème fraîche dressing50g tinned anchovies in olive oil, roughly chopped3 garlic cloves,

crushed30g cold butter, cubed100g crème fraîche1 teaspoon red wine vinegarHeat the

anchovies, their oil and the garlic in a small saucepan over a low heat. Once the anchovies

have started to dissolve into a mush and the garlic is softening, add the butter, 2 small cubes at

a time, stirring with a wooden spoon so that the sauce emulsifies. Add the crème fraîche, stir,

then add the vinegar and take off the heat. You could make this in advance, but warm it just a

little before using, whisking in more cold butter if it has split._____Put a griddle or heavy-based

frying pan on the hottest part of your hob and use a wad of kitchen paper to grease it with the

oil. When the pan is smoking hot, place the cabbage segments on it, cut-side down. Cook until

blackened, about 3–4 minutes. Turn over and blacken the other cut side for another 3 minutes.

You may need to do this in two batches._____Once well charred, use tongs to hold the

cabbage segments steady on a chopping board while you quickly cut the cores away, so the

leaves become loose. (Don’t discard the cores.)_____Spoon about a third of the dressing onto

a serving plate or bowl. Put the cabbage leaves and cores on top and dress liberally with the

remaining dressing. Serve immediately._____ALONGSIDE: Boulangère potatoes; Roast

butternut squash purée; ‘Young Turk’ celeriac; Nutmeg neeps; Wheat berries with capers and

tomatoesGrilled hispi cabbage with anchovy and crème fraîcheCharred fermented

cabbagePREPARATION: on a hobTIME NEEDED: more than an hourThis side requires

forethought and patience (for 2 weeks or so while the cabbage ferments), but in return you get

fizz and tang, as well as the depth of flavour a bit of aggressive griddling can bring. To my

mind, it’s a project worth embarking on; it cuts brilliantly through rich meats like mutton,

venison and beef, sweetly sauced barbecue cuts and stews too.You will need a jar or

fermentation crock at least 3 litres in size (a Kilner jar or similar is fine). If the vessel you use is

much bigger than that, you could consider doubling the recipe so you have enough cabbage to

keep you going for more than just one meal. The fermented cabbage can also be eaten raw,

without the charring, just like a pickle – it’s excellent with cold meats or spicy stir-fries.The brine

is 3.5 per cent salt. If you need to top up the jars with more liquid than the recipe suggests, just

dissolve more salt in water using the same ratio.Serves 6105g natural salt, with no anti-caking

agents2 medium green cabbages8 garlic cloves, peeled6 or 7 stems dill6 bay leaves10 black

peppercorns2 teaspoons caraway seedsMake a brine by slightly heating 3 litres water in a



large pan, then adding the salt and stirring until it has fully dissolved. Leave to cool. Ensure

your fermentation crock or jars are clean and sterilised._____Wash the cabbages. Cut them in

half through the core, then each of the halves into 4 wedges, angling your knife through the

core so the wedges remain intact. Place the wedges in the jars, adding the aromatics as you

go. Pour the brine over the cabbage, and keep the cabbage pieces submerged by placing on

top a weight or sealed freezer bag filled with a little water. Leave a 2–3cm gap between the

brine and top of the jar and seal it. Store it out of direct sunlight but in a warm room (21–24°C)

for about 2 weeks. Unless you have an air-lock lid, open the lids to ‘burp’ the jars by releasing

any build-up of gases a couple of times a day during the first week, resealing them each time.

The cabbage should be pleasingly fizzy after 2 weeks, at which point decant it, with the brine,

into smaller sterilised jars and store in a cool place, where it will keep for at least 2 months

more._____To char the cabbage, remove the required number of wedges from the brine and

allow to dry for at least an hour before cooking. Put a griddle pan on the hottest spot on your

hob. Brush with oil and heat until smoking. Add the wedges and char for 4–5 minutes per side,

turning just once. Eat immediately._____ALONGSIDE: Sprout tops with Jerusalem artichokes

and apple; Smoky ratatouille; Creamed sweetcorn with feta; Scorched sweet potatoes with

sobrasada butter; Spelt grains with wild mushroomsCharred fermented cabbageSpring greens

in shiitake dashiPREPARATION: on a hobTIME NEEDED: more than an hourDashi is a

Japanese broth made from water, kombu (dried kelp) and bonito flakes. It forms the base of

miso soup and numerous other dishes, but in itself is a soothing blend of saline and umami

flavours. This recipe adds dried shiitake, fresh ginger and a splash of light soy for

seasoning.The idea of serving greens in a stock derives from a Japanese dish called ohitashi,

which involves blanched, squeezed and rolled spinach. You could use spinach or chard with

this dashi, or kale and turnip tops too, but I like the body and bite of spring greens.This is one

of those dishes that I find myself wanting before I’ve thought about what it will go with. It works

really well, though, in tandem with soba noodles and pickled vegetables, or alongside things

like slices of bavette steak, venison or duck breast that have been seared brown on the outside

and left blushing pink within. It’s also good with hake and salmon fillets, or the baked portobello

mushrooms.The dashi can be made well in advance and refrigerated for up to 3 days, then

reheated when required – but cook the greens at the very last minute.Serves 4–61 piece

kombu, about 8cm square10g bonito flakes1 dried shiitake mushroom10g fresh ginger, sliced

into 3mm discs1 tablespoon light soy sauce500–600g spring greensFor the dashi, put 1.2 litres

cold water and the kombu in a pan and leave to soak for 15 minutes. Place it over a medium

heat and bring to a light simmer (don’t allow it to boil), before reducing the heat so that it’s

barely bubbling. Cook for 45 minutes–1 hour until you have a saline, slightly gelatinous liquid.

Turn the heat off. Add the bonito and leave it to infuse for 4 minutes without stirring, then strain

the dashi through a sieve into another container. Return the dashi to the heat, add the

mushroom, ginger and soy sauce and simmer for 15 minutes._____To prepare the spring

greens, trim the stems from each leaf at their base, and cut each leaf into 2 or 3 palm-sized

pieces. Bring a large pan of salted water to the boil. When the water is at a rapid boil, add the

leaves and blanch for 90 seconds, until they are tender and a vivid green. Drain._____Serve in

individual bowls with a ladle or two of dashi over the top. The meat, fish, noodles or pickles

could go in the same bowl, or just be nearby for picking at._____ALONGSIDE: Courgette and

edamame salad; Quick cucumber and daikon kimchi; Quick-pickled daikon; Buckwheat with

celery and walnuts; Sesame soba noodlesSpring greens in shiitake dashiChinese cabbage

with black vinegarPREPARATION: on a hobTIME NEEDED: less than 15 minutesChinkiang

(black rice) vinegar has a malty, woody flavour that you may recognise from dim sum dipping



sauces, where it’s often combined with soy or just served on its own. Adding it in the last

moments of wok-frying lends a slightly sour but also a mellow quality to the pale, crisp but

relatively bland Chinese cabbage; I find myself eating masses of it when cooked like this.That

flavour, along with the crunch and water content of the cabbage, makes it a killer side for fatty,

rich or sweet dishes. I’m thinking soy and chilli-braised beef shin; teriyaki chicken, beef or

salmon; or miso-braised aubergine.Serves 4–61 Chinese cabbage2 tablespoons light soy

sauce2 tablespoons Chinkiang vinegar2 teaspoons golden caster sugar4 tablespoons

sunflower oil4cm fresh ginger, peeled and cut into fine matchsticks2 teaspoons dried chilli

flakes1 teaspoon lightly crushed Sichuan peppercorns (optional)Prepare all the ingredients

first, as the cooking process is quick. Cut the cabbage in half lengthways, then each of those

halves in two again. Cut out the core from the base of each quarter, then roughly chop the

lengths into 5 or 6 pieces widthways. Mix the soy sauce, vinegar and caster sugar together in a

bowl and set to one side._____Place a large wok over a very high heat, add the oil and allow it

to heat almost until it smokes. Drop the ginger into the hot oil and let this soften for 30 seconds

before adding the chilli flakes and Sichuan peppercorns (if using), then pretty much

immediately start to add the pieces of cabbage cut from the harder (root) end. Stir-fry for 30

seconds, before adding the softer top part of the cabbage. Cook for 45 seconds more, stirring

occasionally, before pushing the cabbage to one side and pouring the soy sauce mixture in.

Quickly move the cabbage around for 20–30 seconds, then remove from the heat so that the

cabbage takes on the flavours of vinegar and soy but retains its bite. Serve

immediately._____ALONGSIDE: Grilled tenderstem broccoli with umami crumbs; Smacked

cucumbers; Quick cucumber and daikon kimchi; Sesame soba noodles; Coconut jasmine

riceChinese cabbage with black vinegarBacon and buttermilk cabbagePREPARATION: on a

hobTIME NEEDED: less than 15 minutesBacon and sautéed cabbage is a well-rehearsed and

flawless match. The two are often combined with double cream or crème fraîche, but I find it

then becomes a heavier, richer side than I personally want. The idea behind this recipe was to

add buttermilk for a lighter touch. It’s certainly worth trying, particularly if you’re planning a

meal involving things like pan-fried scallops, or white fish such as cod or pollock.Don’t be

tempted to pour the buttermilk into the pan while the cabbage is cooking, as it’ll curdle and turn

lumpy. Also, avoid cooking Savoy – or indeed any cabbage (you could use spring greens here

too) – for too long. Once the vivid green colour dulls, so does the flavour.Serves 4–6700–800g

Savoy or green cabbage150–200g smoked dry-cured lardons1 tablespoon vegetable or

sunflower oilLeaves from 6 sprigs thyme200g cultured buttermilkFinely grated zest of ½

lemonFreshly ground black pepperQuarter the cabbage, cutting from root to tip. Cut out and

discard the hard core, then cut each of the wedges in half widthways. (I prefer leaving cabbage

leaves relatively large, rather than shredding them.)_____Put the lardons in a large heavy-

bottomed pan over a medium-high heat. You could use a wok if none of your frying pans look

big enough to hold the cabbage just a few layers deep. The fat will render from the lardons as

the pan warms, but add a drizzle of oil to help things get started. Fry the lardons for 4–6

minutes, or until golden and crisp. Don’t panic if they stick a little and the base of the pan

colours; we’ll release much of that flavour in a second._____Add the cabbage to the pan once

the lardons are crisp. Push around for 20 seconds, then make a space and pour in 150ml

water. Again, move the cabbage around. The steam from the water will help it wilt. Add the

thyme, stir and leave the cabbage to soften for 2–3 minutes. Stop cooking while most of the

leaves are still bright green and retain a little bite. Let it sit for 3 minutes to cool

slightly._____Spoon the buttermilk into a large mixing bowl or serving dish. Give it 15–20

grinds of the pepper mill, then transfer the cabbage and bacon to the buttermilk, taking care



not to add any excess liquid, and toss well. Sprinkle over the lemon zest and serve

immediately._____ALONGSIDE: Asparagus with cured egg yolk; Anchoïade mashed potatoes;

Scorched sweet potatoes with sobrasada butter; Sweet potato and rosemary hash-rösti; White

wine and dill carrotsBacon and buttermilk cabbageCabbage with juniper butterPREPARATION:

on a hobTIME NEEDED: less than 15 minutesCabbages are massively underrated. The

problem, I imagine, is that many of us associate the word ‘cabbage’ with soggy, dull,

overcooked, near-sulphurous shredded leaves. In fact, there’s a huge variety of cabbages and,

when cooked to just tender, they’re a versatile, tasty, cheap and filling side that shouldn’t be left

in the shadow of the more fashionable kales and broccolis.I almost always cook Savoy, green,

white and January King cabbages and spring greens as described below, though only

occasionally adding the juniper berries. By part boiling, part steaming the cabbage in a shallow

depth of water, the risk of overcooking the leaves and leaching out all their goodness is

reduced. The butter and milk glaze doesn’t just add gloss; it also seems to accentuate and

round off the best bits of the cabbage’s flavour profile. Try it with other leaves too.This is best

when cooked at the last minute as cabbage loses vibrancy if you cook it in advance and try to

keep it warm. It’s autumn and winter material – think casseroles, pies and mouthwatering roast

meats. The juniper lends itself to beef, venison and game birds.Serves 4–6700–800g cabbage,

such as Savoy, green, January King or spring greens15 juniper berries50g butter1 tablespoon

milkSea salt and freshly ground black pepperI like cabbage in large, almost hand-sized pieces;

it’s more attractive and more enjoyable to eat like this than if it were shredded. To do this, cut

the cabbage in half from root to tip, then separate the leaves from each other, leaf by leaf,

starting from the outside. Cut out and discard the rib from the middle of each leaf, and cut the

leaves in half along the rib line at the same time._____Crush the juniper berries with a pestle

and mortar until they’re nearly a dust. Fill a large pan with 6–7cm water, add a generous pinch

of salt and bring to a rapid boil. Blanch the cabbage for 1–2 minutes, until just tender. Drain and

return the pan to a medium heat._____Put the butter and milk in the pan with the ground

juniper, 7 or 8 grinds of black pepper and a pinch of salt. When the butter has melted, add the

cabbage and stir for 30 seconds, until the leaves are well glossed. Transfer to a serving bowl,

pouring any residual milk, butter and juniper dressing over the leaves._____ALONGSIDE:

Chorizo roast potatoes; Honey and Marmite-glazed parsnips; Celeriac baked in a salt and

thyme crust; Nutmeg neeps; Carrot-juice carrotsCabbage with juniper butterBraised red

cabbage and beetrootPREPARATION: on a hobTIME NEEDED: more than an hourIt’s amazing

how far red cabbages seem to stretch (the answer to your panicked question in the shop is:

yes, it is big enough). They’re best cooked gently and slowly for a long time, or not cooked at all

(such as in a slaw); this recipe plumps for the former option, because no book on side dishes

should be without braised red cabbage – so good from autumn through to spring.My version of

the classic dish includes beetroot, which brings its own sweetness and earthiness to the party.

The redcurrant jelly at the end is the secret weapon, though. Imagine this alongside a venison

suet pudding or pie, a beef casserole or a roast game bird.Serves 4–6½ red cabbage (450–

600g)2 tablespoons vegetable or sunflower oil1 onion, finely diced250g cooked (not pickled)

beetroot, cut into 2cm dice50g demerara sugar100g cider vinegar5 juniper berries, crushed!U

nutmeg, freshly grated1 heaped tablespoon redcurrant jelly20g butterSea salt and freshly

ground black pepperCut the cabbage in half, then in half again from root to tip. Shred each

piece widthways with a large sharp knife._____Heat the oil in a large pan or flameproof

casserole over a medium heat. When it is hot, add the onion and a pinch of salt, stir and cook

to soften without colouring for 3–4 minutes._____Add the cabbage and cook for 10 minutes

more, stirring occasionally, then add the beetroot, sugar, cider vinegar, crushed juniper berries



and nutmeg. Cover and reduce the heat to medium-low. Cook slowly for 60 minutes, disturbing

it only 2 or 3 times to stir it. (You could also cook it in the oven at 160-¤2ô`an 140-¤2ôv�0

3.)_____Stir in the redcurrant jelly and cook for 10 minutes more, or until the cabbage is tender

and flavourful. Add the butter and stir it through, then season with plenty of salt and at least 10

good turns of the black-pepper mill. You can make this in advance and reheat it. In fact, it’s

usually better after a day or two in the fridge._____ALONGSIDE: Runner beans with bacon

and walnuts; Colcannon; Butter-glazed turnips with horseradish; Baked Jerusalem artichokes

with yoghurt and sunflower seeds; Carrot-juice carrotsBraised red cabbage and

beetrootCavolo nero with garlic, chilli and orangePREPARATION: on a hobTIME NEEDED:

less than 15 minutesYou can sauté cavolo nero (also sometimes known as Tuscan kale or

black cabbage) in a pan, perhaps with a splash of water to speed things up. More often than

not, though, I take the quick-blanch approach described here, in part because you can do

much of the work in advance before reheating when needed. But I also like the fact that boiling

seems to make the leaves plump and juicy.Garlic, chilli and orange is an excellent combination

with cavolo nero, though you could also use it to enliven flower sprouts, purple sprouting

broccoli or agretti (and, in return, use the dressings Flower sprouts with lemon and anchovy

butter, Purple sprouting broccoli with tarragon and Agretti with olive oil with cavolo nero).

Chicken and pork are massive fans, especially when polenta, pulses or rice are

involved.Serves 4300–350g cavolo nero leaves1 orange4 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil½

mild red chilli, finely diced1 garlic clove, thinly slicedSea salt and freshly ground black

pepperCut out the central rib from the cavolo nero leaves and discard it, leaving you with long,

thin, dimpled ribbons. Fill a wide saucepan (large enough to comfortably hold the cavolo nero)

with water to a depth of 10cm, add a good pinch of salt and bring to a rapid boil. Add the

cavolo nero and blanch it for 90 seconds. Drain, then plunge it into iced water or rinse it under

a running cold tap. You could do this bit in advance._____Use a vegetable peeler to remove

the zest of the orange. Scrape off any white pith from the underside, then cut the fragrant zest

into very thin strips. Squeeze the juice and reserve it for later._____When you’re almost ready

to eat, set a large frying pan or wok over a medium-high heat. Add 2 tablespoons oil, the chilli,

garlic and orange zest. Once the oil starts to bubble around the ingredients, allow them to

soften and flavour the oil for 30 seconds more._____Before the garlic starts to colour and turn

bitter, add the cavolo nero to the pan. The leaves may have become tangled as they drained,

so you might need to separate them as you go. Move them around with tongs or a spatula and

cook for a couple of minutes, during which time they will soften further and pick up the flavours

in the pan. Add the orange juice, remove from the heat and transfer to a serving dish. Pour the

remaining oil over the top and season with salt and lots of freshly ground pepper. Mix well so

there’s an even distribution of aromatics. Serve immediately._____ALONGSIDE: Chorizo roast

potatoes; Sweet potato, celeriac and porcini bake; Spiced roast carrots; Cheesy polenta;

Cannellini beans with sweetcorn and pickled mushroomsCavolo nero with garlic, chilli and

orangeChopped kale with edamame, miso and sweet chilliPREPARATION: on the counterTIME

NEEDED: 15 to 30 minutesRaw kale started out as a ‘clean eating’ thing, thanks to kale’s

status as the most ‘super’ of foods. I just think it tastes great and produces a variety of

enjoyable, fresh and flexible sides.When kale is shredded finely and salt and acid are

massaged into it, the relatively tough and fibrous leaves are broken down and become good to

eat, while still technically raw. It can handle a variety of flavours, though here they’re vaguely

Japanese. The miso paste in the dressing adds sweetness and umami – I suggest using yellow

shinshu miso if possible, as it’s relatively mild compared to dark red aka miso, but bolder than

white shiro miso.This is perfect with red meats, offal, tofu and white fish.Serves 4–6300–350g



kale2g sea salt150g podded edamame beans, defrosted if frozen2 teaspoons sesame

seedsSweet pickled chilli3 tablespoons rice vinegar1 teaspoon golden caster sugar1 red chilli,

finely dicedMiso dressing2 tablespoons white or yellow miso paste3 tablespoons sesame oil1

tablespoon maple syrup4 tablespoons mirin2 tablespoons rice vinegarFirst, pickle the chilli.

Heat the rice vinegar and sugar in a small saucepan and stir until the sugar has dissolved. Add

the chilli and remove from the heat to cool while preparing the rest of the dish._____Wash and

dry the kale. Tear the leaves from the central rib of each leaf and discard the ribs. You should

end up with around 200–250g leaves. Working in batches, make a stack of leaves, roll them

into a cigarette shape and use a large knife to shred that into very fine strips. Chop across the

strips a few times before transferring to a large bowl. Once all the kale is chopped, add the salt

and massage with your hands for 2–3 minutes – the kale will soften and become

wet._____Whisk all the dressing ingredients together until they have emulsified. Stir in the

pickled chilli and its liquid, stir again, then pour over the kale. Add the edamame beans and

sesame seeds and mix well. Leave for about 5 minutes so that the dressing mingles with the

kale. It’s good if there’s still a bit of bite to this salad, so it’s best eaten within an hour, as the

kale will continue to soften. That said, it’s also perfectly fine after a few hours in the

fridge._____ALONGSIDE: Buttermilk, dill and soy-seed wedge salad; Spiced roast carrots;

Buckwheat with celery and walnuts; Sesame soba noodles; Coconut jasmine riceChopped kale

with edamame, miso and sweet chilliKale, Romanesco, Parmesan and pine nut

saladPREPARATION: on the counterTIME NEEDED: 15 to 30 minutesIf you need something

that’s fresh, verdant, lively and zesty but also works well with warm meats and fish, consider

this kale salad. It’s raw and cool but sturdy enough to counter something hot like grilled or roast

chicken, fatty pork belly or whole baked sea bream and bass.The pine nuts, Parmesan and

lemon remind me of pesto (obviously without the basil, though feel free to add some), and little

nuggets and crumbs of Romanesco add colour and crunch. This is great as part of a banquet,

not least because you can prepare it in advance and it requires no last-minute cooking.Serves

4–6300–350g kale1g sea salt4 tablespoons cold-pressed rapeseed oil1 teaspoon golden

caster sugarJuice and finely grated zest of 1 large lemon400g (about ½ head) Romanesco30g

pine nuts, toasted35g Parmesan, gratedFreshly ground black pepperWash and dry the kale.

Tear the leaves from the central rib of each leaf, discard the ribs and roughly chop any leaves if

they’re bigger than 4–5cm. You should end up with around 200–250g leaves. Add the salt and

massage it into the kale with your hands for 2–3 minutes. The leaves will soften and become

wet._____Make the dressing by mixing the oil, sugar, lemon juice and black pepper until they

have emulsified. Stir in the lemon zest, then pour the dressing into the kale and mix

well._____To prepare the Romanesco, trim the florets off the stalk, then cut the little buds off

each floret to end up with lots of fingernail-sized pieces, reserving the stalks for another

occasion. Add the buds, any Romanesco crumbs, the pine nuts and most of the Parmesan to

the kale. Mix well, then sprinkle the remaining cheese over the top._____It’s good if there’s still

a bit of bite to this salad, so it’s best eaten within an hour, as the kale will continue to soften. It’s

still fine if left in the fridge for a few hours._____ALONGSIDE: Tomato tonnato; Green tomato,

salted celery and chervil salad; Steamed marinated fennel; New potatoes with pickled

samphire and sorrel; Mixed quinoa with radish and pea shootsKale, Romanesco, Parmesan

and pine nut saladFlower sprouts with lemon and anchovy butterPREPARATION: on a

hobTIME NEEDED: less than 15 minutesMy default approach to cooking brassicas (aka the

cabbage family) is simply to blanch and then dress them with anchovies and melted butter.

Flower sprouts (a hybrid of kale and Brussels sprouts, also known as kalettes) are no

exception. In this instance, though, I also add lemon zest to lighten things a little.Boiling



vegetables seems unfashionable at the moment, but I find cooking flower sprouts (or, for that

matter, kale, sprout tops or purple sprouting broccoli) that way results in a certain luscious,

juicy quality that you miss out on when sautéing or stir-frying. It takes barely 90 seconds, after

which the wet, frilly leaves seem particularly happy to put on a heavy jacket of flavoured

butter.The anchovy, lemon and brassica scream out for lamb – whether chop, roast joint or

stew – but I love it with eggs or smoked haddock too. Come to think of it, a pile of these on the

side of a fish pie would be awesome.Serves 4–6400–500g flower sprouts20g butter50g tinned

anchovies in olive oilJuice and finely grated zest of 1 lemon1 large garlic clove, very thinly

slicedSea salt and freshly ground black pepperTrim any woody-looking ends off the flower

sprouts, then wash them thoroughly. The best way to do this is to fill a large bowl with cold

water, put the flower sprouts in it, shake them around, then remove them, discard the dirty

water and repeat until the water is clear._____Bring a large pan of salted water to the boil.

Meanwhile, melt the butter in another saucepan. Roughly chop the anchovies and add them to

the butter along with a tablespoon or two of their oil, most of the lemon zest and all the garlic.

Cook over a low-medium heat for 1–2 minutes until the anchovies start to melt, the garlic

softens and the lemon zest mellows, but nothing takes on any colour. Remove from the heat

and add the lemon juice._____When the water is at a rapid rolling boil, add the flower sprouts

and cook them for 60–90 seconds, no more. Drain them thoroughly, then tip them back into the

pan. Pour the flavoured butter and oil over the flower sprouts, followed by 5 or 6 turns of the

pepper mill. Toss them until all the leaves are well glossed and sprinkle the last of the lemon

zest over the top._____ALONGSIDE: Butter-braised chicory; Chicken stock and orange-

braised fennel; Cauliflower cheese; Sweet potato, celeriac and porcini bake; Beetroot gratin;

Butter beans with sageFlower sprouts with lemon and anchovy butterDeep-fried Brussels

sproutsPREPARATION: on a hobTIME NEEDED: 15 to 30 minutesDeep-frying sprouts

provides crunch, caramel and browning flavours on the outside, but because the process is

quick, the centre is sweet, not sulphurous, and retains a pleasing bite. It’s an ace way to cook

and serve these tightly packed little brassicas, and fun to make and serve too.I suggest

seasoning them with celery salt and white pepper, though standard sea salt and many twists of

the black-pepper mill would be good too. You could even try a sprinkling of sweet spices, such

as cinnamon, cardamom or nutmeg.Turkey, in any form, is an obvious match for deep-fried

sprouts. I’d love them next to goose, a rib of beef or a veal chop, too. Serve alongside

something soft, like a mash or a purée, to provide textural contrast and a balance of fried and

‘clean’.Serves 4–6600g Brussels sprouts1 litre sunflower or vegetable oil1 heaped teaspoon

celery salt!S teaspoon ground white pepper
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AMs, “A book of side dishes , what a genius idea , a book that you will use time and time again.

Where do I start ,I am delighted that I have bought Ed Smiths book ,.If you buy this book you

will find that it is a well written and an incredibly useful cookbook to have on the shelf, good to

cook from ,good to read and good to refer to for ideasOn the Side is a book that will be pulled

off the shelf many times over the years.The recipes are all accompanied with a

photograph ,mostly the photographs are simply of the side dishes but a few of then do contain

meat which show how the side dishes can be used ,( I am pointing this out as I know that some

readers will be vegetarian ) .The majority of the recipes in this lovely book are suitable for

vegetarians and I'm sure some of which can be adapted in size to make them main meal

vegetarian dishes . However ,just a few of the recipes contain things like chicken stock , fish

sauce ,bonito flakes ( thin shavings of dried and fermented fish ) anchovies and parmesan

which are not suitable for vegetarian use , it would be very easy to substitute these items for

more vegetarian friendly ingredients if that suits your type of diet..'On the side' by Ed Smith will

help turn any normal dinner into an occasion , make a simple supper more enjoyable and

might even change the way you serve vegetables always .This book looks good for all skill

levels.I would not hesitate to recommend this very useful book ( but I would warn vegetarians

about this points I have made above )NB .... I wrote this above review for the Amazon UK

website . As there are no reviews of this very useful book here on Amazon.com I thought I

would copy and paste it over .”

Stokey Sue, “Fills a gap on plate and bookshelf (or Kindle). I am a member of various online

food forums, and I know recipes for integrating and achievable side dishes are something that

people feel they lack, so this book is definitely filling a need.The recipes are not hard to do, and

cover a wide range of ingredients and styles, I've had the opportunity to cook several and eat

some more cooked by other people, all pretty good (apart from my attempt at Morning Glory

with Shrimp Paste subbing chard for the morning glory was so-so, but I seem to have used too

much of the wrong kind of shrimp paste)Favourites so far are the roast dressed cauliflower &

chickpeas (I didn't think it would be enough dressing, but just right), the onions braised in

vermouth, the beetroot gratin, and the rye soda bread. More to come I'm sureI have the Kindle

edition, and I think it has advantages, as it has been well hyperlinked and the author uses a lot

of cross-references. If you look up, say, cauliflower in the index you can tap through to the

relevant recipes, and if another side is suggested as going well with the recipe you can tap

through to thatOne comment, very few suggestions for veggie mains to put the sides with,

though in fact you can put together a nice meal just from sides.”

foodycat, “I'm a pretty good cook and I pride myself on my vegetable .... I didn't think I needed

this, but I did. I'm a pretty good cook and I pride myself on my vegetable and side dish cooking,

but I kept seeing people whose opinions I trust raving about this, so I eventually caved in. It's



SO good. Almost every recipe I want to eat and most of them I wouldn't mind cooking. But the

real genius is the directories in the back - you can search by the time you have for cooking, the

method and what you are serving it with. Very clever. Not all the recipes are never-seen-it-

before but there are only so many ways to cook a carrot, and there are plenty of twists and

unexpected seasonings.So far, I have loved the Dijon dressed green beans (a better version

than the River Cafe recipe I have made for years), the sweet potato, celeriac and porcini bake,

the celeriac baked in a salt and thyme crust and the spinach and preserved lemon freekeh.”

Olia Hercules, “Accessible ingredients put together cleverly and deliciously.
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It is a brilliant book. The recipes include a lot of good, simple ingredients but put together so

cleverly - every side is a show stopper. The potatoes with seaweed butter is so easy to

prepare, but it tastes amazing and makes for a very impressive side or part of a bigger

vegetarian feast. Ditto marmite parsnips. Those two recipes have become regulars at our

house. In fact this makes for a perfect present for a vegetarian or flexatarian friend!”

C. Fleet, “Just a brilliant, inspiring book. Just a brilliant, inspiring book. Plenty on my to-do list,

especially the cured egg yolks as I've eaten those but not made my own and do miss the ones

I had. Have made the nutmeg neeps, which confirmed that the recipes are -as is crucial-

written well. I really am pleased that I finally bought this book, which says it all really. As a

vegetarian a few recipes are off-limits but I still give it the full 5*s.”

Fidoe, “Essential part of your recipe book library. Great book - I'm not normally one to

concentrate too much on the sides, so this is perfect. Recipes are well thought out and not too

many obscure ingredients, plus the index that organises the dishes by the main they'd go well

with is excellent!”

The book by Ed Smith has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 117 people have provided feedback.
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